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 78-x86.exe (15.50 MB). RenWin is a series of thin client software for Windows and Linux for company users. The software
simulates Windows 7 operating system and allows you to access shared network resources from anywhere by using the Internet.
It has different functions, for example: Remote Desktop, file manager, browser etc. Its design is simple and easy to use.Q: PHP
fputcsv - specifying a different delimiter I have a code that seems to work, but I have two problems: When using a file handle

instead of a variable, fputcsv prints the first row with ctrl-L instead of the default value, the quote character. When using
fputcsv(fopen($handle, 'r'), array('name' => 'ID')) I get an error Warning: fputcsv(): delimiter must be a character in

/path/to/php/file.php on line 10 In my case, the first row is: Name (hidden), ID, X coordinates, Y coordinates, X speed, Y speed
For debugging, I simply wrote the CSV file with the code, and the first row doesn't print any more. So it seems to be something
with the ctrl-L char. I would really like to know how I could output the row with the proper delimiter, otherwise it seems to be a
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minor problem, but I'd like to make sure it's fixed. A: You can use a different delimiter via the "delim_str" parameter. So the
fputcsv documentation says: The delim_str parameter specifies the character(s) used to separate values and should be a string
(either a single character or a string) that does not contain the delimiter character used to separate values in the data passed to

the fputcsv() function. Here's a PHP example: $fp = fopen($filename, 'w'); fputcsv($fp, array('Name (hidden)', 'ID', 'X
coordinates', 'Y coordinates', 'X speed', 'Y speed')); fclose($fp); Or as a part of the code above: Here's a different delimiter,

which looks 82157476af
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